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Abstract 
The May spectral sequence for the cohomology of an algebra is based on filtering 
the algebra by powers of its augmentation ideal. We discuss conditions for this spectral 
sequence to stop at a finite stage when applied to a connected cocommutative Hopf 
algebra. These conditions are satisfied for the subalgebras of the Steenrod algebra A(n) 
forp=2andP(n)forp>2. 
The Ivanovskii spectral sequence for the cohomology of a Hopf algebra is conceptually 
dual to the May spectral sequence. It is obtained by filtering by copowers of the unit 
co-ideal. If A is a finitely generated connected cocommutative Hopf algebra, then the 
Ei -term is easily computable. Under these circumstances we show this spectral sequence 
stops at a finite stage. 
1. Introduction 
The May spectral sequence [ 9 ] should be thought of as an approximation 
to the cohomology of a (possibly graded) augmented nilpotent algebra A, 
or as a device to compute this cohomology. It is obtained by filtering the 
bar complex for A by the filtration induced by filtering A by powers of its 
augmentation ideal. This produces a filtered cochain complex, and then by the 
usual prescription, a spectral sequence. 
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The original purpose of the May spectral sequence was to compute Ext groups 
of interest to algebraic topologists (see for example [ 8 1, [ 13, Section 6.31 and 
[ 141). In this paper we give a sufficient condition for there to exist some 
finite Y such that Er = E, (that is, such that the spectral sequence “stops” 
at some finite stage), provided that A is a finite-dimensional cocommutative, 
connected Hopf algebra over a field (this includes many cases of interest to 
algebraic topologists). As a corollary we show the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. The May spectral sequence for the sub-Hopf algebra of the Steen- 
rod algebra A(n) at p = 2, and P(n) at odd primes, stops at a finite stage. 
Although the May spectral sequence has proven itself through numerous 
useful calculations, it has certain drawbacks: 
- The E2-term is difficult to compute, and the El-term is unwieldy. 
- The El-term at odd primes has a multiplication, but it is not necessarily 
associative. 
A similar spectral sequence was invented about the same time as the May 
spectral sequence by Ivanovskii [ 61. Like the May spectral sequence, it can be 
used to compute the cohomology of a (graded) algebra, but the algebra must 
also be a co-nilpotent Hopf algebra. To produce the spectral sequence, we filter 
the bar complex for A by the filtration induced by filtering A by copowers of 
its unit co-ideal. This is described in detail in Section 4. The ISS was used 
by Ivanovskii to calculate some of the cohomology of the Steenrod algebra, 
and by Friedlander and Parshall in [4,5] to compute the cohomology of Lie 
algebras of certain algebraic groups. 
Although the ISS is slightly more difficult to define than the MSS, when A 
is cocommutative and co-nilpotent the ISS is a spectral sequence of algebras 
and has a canonical associative El-term that is extremely easy to describe and 
is generally no larger than the May El-term. Our main result on the ISS is the 
following. 
Theorem 1.2. Zf A* is a connected cocommutative, finite-dimensional (as a 
vector space) Hopf algebra over a field, the ZSS stops at Er for some finite r. 
A simple argument establishes analogous results about these spectral se- 
quences for non-trivial coefficients (i.e. for the appropriate spectral sequences 
converging to H* (A, M) when M is a finitely generated A module). 
Since these results are uninteresting for characteristic 0, we will concentrate 
on characteristic p > 0. This work was motivated by [ 11, and by the analo- 
gies between finite p-groups and finite-dimensional, connected, cocommutative 
Hopf algebras over fields of characteristic p. In fact, the proof of Theorem 1.1 
is a simple modification of the main line of argument in [ 11. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give 
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a sufficient condition for the May spectral sequence to stop at Er for some 
finite Y, and in Section 3 we apply this to certain Hopf algebras related to the 
Steenrod algebra. In Section 4 we describe the IvanovskiY spectral sequence 
and in Section 5 we prove our result about the IvanovskiI spectral sequence 
stopping. In Section 6 we explain how to generalize the results of the previous 
two sections to non-trivial coefficients and use Theorem 1.2 to sketch proofs 
of some of Wilkerson’s results from [ 15 1. 
2. Conditions for the May spectral sequence 
In this section, let A be a finite-dimensional cocommutative graded connected 
Hopf algebra. We can give A an increasing filtration by setting FiA = A when 
i 2 0, F_iA = I(A)‘. We call this filtration the May filtration. The May 
spectral sequence arises by applying this filtration to the bar complex, and 
taking the spectral sequence of the filtered chain complex that results. For a 
careful description see [ 91 or [ 11. Suppose either that p = 2 or that p > 2 
and A is concentrated in even degrees. Denote the associated graded algebra 
of A with respect to the May filtration by EoA. A reworking of the techniques 
of [ I] yields the following. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose x1, . . . , x,, is a list of generators of the augmentation 
ideal of A such that 
(1) xi E A/‘/(xl, . . . , Xi-1 ) is a primitive, 
(2) FE Eo(A//(xl,...,xi-1)) = Eo(A)//(x,...,xi_l) isprimitive oflow- 
est May filtration. 
Then the May spectral sequence for A collapses at a fmite stage. Q 
The hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 replace inductive applications of Lemma 
3.2 in [ 11. The proof of Proposition 2.1 then proceeds with minor alterations 
as in Sections 4-5 of [ 11, where here the central subalgebra 2 will be the 
subalgebra generated by xi in A// (xl,. . . , xi- 1). 
We need to use the obvious fact that if a primitive x of lowest filtration 
degree in the associated graded algebra lifts to a primitive X, then 2 is a 
primitive of lowest filtration among primitives in the original algebra. 
To see that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 make sense we need to know 
that the quotient Hopf algebras in the hypotheses are defined as Hopf algebras. 
This follows from the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose x E A is a primitive of lowest May filtration. Then x is 
central in A, so there is a central extension of graded, connected, cocommutative 
Hopf algebras, 
E(x) + A + A//(x), 
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where E(x) is the sub-Hopf algebra of A generated by x. 
Proof. Let gl, . . . , g, be generators of A, ordered by degree. Suppose gi is a 
lowest-dimensional generator with which x fails to commute. Because A is 
graded and connected, A (gi) = gi @ 1 + ai @ a; + 1 @ gi. Each aj is in the 
sub-algebra generated by gt , . . . , gi-1, so x commutes with each aj. Hence 
(omitting signs for clarity) 
A([gi,xl) = (gi@ 1 + aS@a$‘+ 1 @gi)(XB 1 + 1 CZJX) 
-(x81 + l@X)(gi@l +a)@ay+ lagi) 
= giX @ 1 + gi C3 X + UiX @ a7 + a(i @ ayx + X @ gi 
+ 1 8 giX - Xgi 63 1 - gi @ X - xai @ a: - ai @ xay 
- xC3ggi_l@Xgi 
= giX @ 1 - Xgl @3 1 + 1 @ giX - 1 C3 Xgi, 
so [gi, x] is a non-zero primitive of May filtration at least one less than that 
ofx. 0 
3. May spectral sequence of A(n) 
We would like to apply Proposition 2.1 to a certain sub-Hopf algebra of the 
Steenrod algebra. 
Definition 3.1. For p odd, let C(n) be the subalgebra P(n) c A generated by 
P’, PP ,...,PP”. Forp = 2, let C (n ) be the subalgebra A(n ) c A generated by 
sq’, sq2,. . . ) sq2”. 
We will verify the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 for C (n ) to prove Theo- 
rem 1.1. 
May shows in [ 7 ] that a basis for the primitives of EoC (n ) is given by the 
set of Ps such that s + t 5 n + 1, s 2 0, and t > 0. We remind the reader that 
Pi is given in the Milnor basis by Sq (0,. . . , O,ps ) where the non-zero entry 
occurs in the tth place. We display these primitive of E& (n) in the following 
way: 
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pl”-’ p2n-’ 
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p: P; . . . 
P; Pi . . . P, 
PP P20 . . . P,” Pi+,. 
Here the horizontal axis gives the May filtration, that is, P/ has May filtration 
-t. For this we refer the reader to [ 121, for other information about the 
Steenrod algebra and the P/s we refer the reader to [IO]. 
We order the P,“s by reverse order in t (most significantly) and then by 
order in s (less significantly) to produce elements xi satisfying the hypothesis 
of Proposition 2.1. So x1 = P,O+l, x2 = P,O, x3 = P,‘, . . . . x(,+l)(n+2)/2 = PF. 
In order to show that xi is primitive in C(n)// (xi,. . . , xi-1 ) we will use 
properties of the Milnor basis for the Steenrod algebra. We recall that x, = 
Pi = Sq(O,..., 0,~~) in the Milnor basis (we use the same notation for p odd 
and even), where the ps occurs in the tth spot. Hence 
p*-I 
7(x4 = c Sq(0 ,...) j) @SS(O )..., PS -j) 
j-1 
and we need to show that the terms in the reduced diagonal are in the ideal 
generated by (xl,. . . , x,_ 1). This will follow from the following lemma (we 
refer the reader to [ lo] for the Milnor basis multiplication algorithm). 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose j < ps and Sq(0 ,..., 0, j,at+l,at+2 ,...,I E I(C(n)) 
(here the j is in the tth place). Then 
Sq(O, *. . , W,at+l,al+2,...J E (Xl,.**,Xr-l). 
Proof. We will use the following property of multiplication in the Milnor basis 
of the Steenrod algebra in several different cases. If u < pa and p=[v then 
Sq(0, * * * 3 O,u).Sq(O )..., o,v,wi,w2 )...) 
= Sq(O,..., o,u + v,w,w2,...) 
+ ~EkS4(0,...,0,w~,k,W;,k,Wi,k,~..), 
k 
where u, v and WA k are in the tth positions and &k E Fp. 
The proof proceeds by induction on r. For r = 1, the hypotheses are vacuous. 
Ifs = 0 then j = 0. In that case, if a1+1 < p”-’ then by induction 
S9(0,...,0,at+l,a,+2,...) E (x1,. ..,xr-2). 
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On the other hand, if u,+~ = pnmt, then 
Sq(0, f * . ) 0,pn-t) . Sq(0,. . . ) o,o, a,+2,. . .) 
= S9(0,...,0,a,+1,a,+z,...) 
+ CEkSq(O,...,O,bl+l,k,b1+2,k,bf+3,k,...). 
k 
Since bt+l,k < at+1 = P n-f the terms collected into the sum over k are all in 
(Xl, . . . ,x,-l ) by induction. But so is the term on the left-hand side of the 
equation, so (xl,. . . ,x,-t) contains Sq(0,. . . ,O,a,+l,u,+2,. . .). 
Next suppose s > 0. Then if j < psvl, by our inductive hypothesis, 
Sq(0,. . . ,O,j,u,+~,u,+2 ,..., )E(x~ ,..., ~,-2).Nowifj=p~-~, 
Sq(0, *. * > 0,PS-‘).S9(0,...,0,0,~,+l,~,+2,...) 
= Sq(0,. . . ) 0,Ps-h+l,at+2,.** 1 
+ C&kSq(O,...,o,br,k,br+l,k,bf+2,k,...), 
k 
where bt,k < ps-‘, so that all the terms in the equation above except the first 
term on the right-hand side are in (x1,. . . , xr-l ), hence that ideal also contains 
Sq(0,. ..,0,PS-1,a,+I,a,+2,... ). 
The last case is j = ps-’ + m where m < (p - 1 )p”-’ Assuming inductively 
that forj’<j we already know Sq(0,...,0,j’,ct+t,ct+2,...,) EC(~) implies 
that Sq(0,. ..,0,j’,ct+l,ct+2,...,) E (xl,...,-&-11, then 
Ss(O, * *. , m).Sq(0,...,PS-‘,a,+l,a,+2,...,) 
= Sq(0,. ..,j,4+l,at+2,...,) 
+ C&kSq(O,...,bt,k,bi+l,k,..., 1, 
k 
up to a unit, where bt,k < j. By our inductive assumption on j, all the terms 
in the above equation except the first one on the right-hand side are already in 
(Xl,..., xr_ I ), hence that ideal also contains Sq (0, . . . , j, a,, 1, ut+2, . . . , 1. 0 
The second condition of Proposition 2.1 follows for C (n ) from the fact that 
P/ has May filtration -t. 
4. The Ivanovskii spectral sequence 
This spectral sequence was originally defined in [6], and is also discussed 
in [4]. Let A* be a graded Hopf algebra such that A* is finite-dimensional 
in each degree, and so that A, (the K linear dual Hopf algebra) is complete 
in the topology induced by Z(A,) (the augmentation ideal of A, ). Abbreviate 
Z(A,) by Z. 
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We first recall the cobar complex C* for A, [ 13, A1.2.1 I]. We write 
Co = K and C” = I@“. 
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We denote basis elements in Cn in the standard manner: [at 1. . . la,]. The 
differential d : Cn + C”+’ is given by 
d([all.‘.lanl) = ~(-l)‘[all~..~~i-ll~(~~)l~i+l~.~.~~nl, 
i=l 
where d is the reduced diagonal, and the 8 symbol in the diagonal is to be 
replaced by the bar. 
The cobar complex is defined so that 
H’ (C* ) = Extz_-comod (K, K) ( = Extr;. (K, K)). 
Now in order to deIine the spectral sequence, we describe a decreasing 
filtration on C* by FkC” = C” if k 5 n, 
[all...lan] E F;,+...+i,,Cn ifajEZ’l. 
This filtration is exactly the one induced on the cobar complex by liltering A, 
by powers of its augmentation ideal. 
We produce a spectral sequence by taking the spectral sequence of this 
filtered chain complex. We grade this by taking 
s,t,u El = H’S+“,S3U(EO(C*)) = Ext&f~;&_,JK,K), 
where the superscripts in the homology are homological degree, filtration degree 
and internal degree respectively, and EoA, is the associated graded algebra to 
the filtration of A, by powers of I. The second equality is a consequence of 
the fact that since our tiltration on C* is induced by the filtration we have on 
A,, E&‘* is the cobar complex for EoA,. 
E;.t,u j Hb+t)>U(A*), 
where the superscripts give homological and internal degrees. This produces 
(for fixed U) a fourth-quadrant cohomology spectral sequence, 
d, : E;@ + E, s+r,t-r+l,u 
We call this the IvanovskiI spectral sequence for A’ even though we define 
it in terms of A,, because we think of it as computing the cohomology of A’. 
It could of course be defined entirely in terms of A*, without using the duality, 
by using the filtration of A’ by copowers of the unit co-ideal to filter the bar 
complex, but we find the definition given to be easier to work with. 
By hypotheses 
A, 2 I > I2 > I3 > . . . 
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is a Hausdorff filtration of A,. Ea (A, ) is a primitively generated cocommu- 
tative Hopf algebra, so by [ 11, 6.111, EO (A, ) = V(L) for some restricted 
Lie algebra L. (Here V(L) is the restricted universal enveloping algebra of 
L.) Since A,, and hence EO (A,) is commutative, L is abelian. Since A, is 
finite-dimensional over K, 
EO(A*) = v/(L) = ~Tp”i(Xj)~E(y~,...,yr), 
j=l 
where Tpn(x) = K [x ] / (xf ) and x is primitive of even degree, yi is primitive 
of odd degree. 
It is easy to compute Exti+j_,,,,d (K, K) for each tensor summand in &A*; 
this allows us to identify the El-term of the Ivanovskii spectral sequence for 
A’ explicitly. We get 
El = KIPj,k~Yil @A/l@j,k), 
where 1 < j 5 m, 0 5 k < nj, 1 5 i < Y and cobar complex representatives are 
as follows: 
pj,k = 2 i(f) [~Jp~lX,k-~)~~]~ aj,k = [x$], Yi = [J’i]. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Without loss of generality we may assume K is perfect. If not we can replace 
K with its algebraic closure R, and A* with the Hopf algebra over R: A’ @KK. 
Then if the ISS for A* @K R stops at a finite stage we can use the map from 
the ISS for A* to the ISS for A* @K R to see that the ISS for A’ stops at a 
finite stage. 
Whenever one has a spectral sequence of algebras (where the differentials 
are derivations), and a Noetherian algebra D C_ E, such that D consists of 
permanent cycles and E, is finitely generated as a module over D, then for 
some k, Er+k = E,. (This folk theorem is proved as Lemma 7.4.4 in [ 31. ) 
Thus, the strategy of our proof is to show that some power of every polynomial 
generator of the El-term of the Ivanovskiii spectral sequence is a permanent 
cycle. 
Let (0 be some top-dimensional primitive of A*. It is easy to check (the 
same proof as that of Lemma 2.2 works) that if Z* is the subalgebra generated 
by w, Z* is central in A*. We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1 (Wilkerson [ 15, 3.21). H* (Z* ) is finitely generated uver 
Im(H*(A*) + H*(Z*)). 0 
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Since K is perfect, we can use [ 11, 7.131 to note that A, = Ee (A,) as an 
algebra (though not necessarily as a Hopf algebra). So, if we take 2, to be the 
dual of Z* we can choose (0 so that the map A, + Z, is 
A* -K[wl/(w”), 
where w is a top-dimensional generator of A, (xi or vi), and a = p or 2 as 
W = Xi Or yi. 
By Lemma 5.1, Ext~_-comod (K, K) is finitely generated over the image of 
Ext; -comod KK) + Extz-comod(K,K). 
Assume for convenience that ]w 1 is even so Z, = T, (Xi) for some i (the other 
case is similar). Then 
H*(Z*) = Ext~_-comod (K,K) = K[bi,ol 8 E(ai,o), 
where bi,c is represented in the cobar complex by [f (~)x~~x~_~], and ai,e is 
represented by [Xi ] in the cobar complex for Z,. 
The map on the Ivanovskii spectral sequence El-terms sends 
P S,t -+ 0 (s,t) # (i,(J), 
Pi,0 + bi,c, 
aS,t + 0 (s,t) # (CO), 
a:i,o + &,o, 
Yr + 0 
(it is clear that the ISS collapses for Z, ). 
We know from above that for some k, bfO is the image of some 6 in 
Extz -comod (K, K ). We wish to show that 6 is’ represented at the Et-term of 
the ISS for A* by pfo. Let z represent 6 at Et. Then 
131 = 161 = lP$l = kPlxil3 (1) 
filt(J) = filt(S) 5 filt(/3;o) = kp, (2) 
since the map can never lower IvanovskiI filtration. 
If (Y is any generator of the El-term of the ISS for A*, 
Ial I filt(a)lXil, (3) 
as Xi is the top-dimensional generator, so by repeated application of (3) 
ISI 5 filt(J)]Xi], 
since 6 is just a sum of monomials in generators of the Ei -term. By ( 1) 
kp 5 filt(&, 
combining with (2), lilt (8) = kp. 
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Because of the effect of the map A, + Z, on the Et-term of the ISS, 
where pi& does not divide any monomial in P. 
Now if xi is the unique maximal-dimensional generator of A,, then it is 
easy to see that P = 0 since it has to have (in addition to the restriction in 
filtration and internal degrees) homological degree 2k. 
If there is more than one generator of maximal dimension let A: be the 
sub-Hopf algebra of A, generated by xi and all the generators of dimension 
smaller than that of xi. Then by the argument above, /I,“0 is a permanent cycle 
in the ISS for A’*, so using Ai L) A,, we see that j3,“e must be a permanent 
cycle in the ISS for A*. 
From Pi,r+l = Sq”(/3i,r) or P”(/3i,r) ifp > 2 (see [ 13, Proposition A1.5.3]), 
so we have the following. 
Lemma 5.2. For some k > 0, pl’t, is a permanent cycle in the IX3 for A*, 
OIrinj-1. cl 
Now take 
A, = 6 Q,(xj) @EE(yl,...,yr). 
j=l,i 
By induction on the size of A,, some power of every polynomial generator 
of the Et-term of the ISS for A, is a permanent cycle. The images of these 
elements in the El-term of the ISS for A* must also be permanent cycles, and 
with Lemma 5.2 we get that some power of every polynomial generator of the 
the Et-term of the ISS for A* is a permanent cycle. 
The case (w 1 odd is similar and slightly easier, so Theorem 1.2 follows. 0 
6. Applications 
We note the following corollary to Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 2.1. 
Corollary 6.1. If A* satisJies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 and M is a 
finitely generated A+-module, then the Ivanovskii spectral sequence converg- 
ing to H’ (A*, M) stops at a finite stage. Similarly, if A satisfies the hypotheses 
of Proposition 2.1 and M is a finitely generated A-module, then the May spectral 
sequence converging to H* (A, M) stops at a finite stage. 0 
This follows from the next lemma and the argument of [ 1, Corollary 4.41. 
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Lemma 6.2. Let A be a finite connected graded cocommutative Hopf algebra. 
Assume H* (A, K) is noetherian (call that ring H for short). If M is a finitely 
generated A-module H* (A, M) is finitely generated over H. 
Proof. Inductively assume this is true if the dimension of M as a vector space 
is less than n. Let M be an A-module of dimension n + 1. Let ti be the 
trivial A-submodule of A4 formed by all elements of M in the highest non-zero 
degree, Then we have a short exact sequence of A-modules 
so we get a long exact sequence in cohomology. By inductive hypothesis, 
H* (A, fi) and H* (A, M/a) are both finitely generated over H, and since 
H is noetherian, ker (H* (A, M/a) -, H*(A,&)) and coker(H*(A,M/&) + 
H* (A, fi) ) are both finitely generated. H* (A, M) sits in a short exact sequence 
with these two objects, so it must also be finitely generated. 0 
The following theorems were proven in [ 15 ] : 
Proposition 6.3 (Wilkerson [ 15, Theorem A] ). If A is a finite-dimensional 
graded connected cocommutative K-Hopf algebra then H* (A, K) is a finitely 
generated K-algebra. 0 
Proposition 6.4 (Wilkerson [ 15, Theorem B] ). With the same hypotheses, if B 
is a sub-Hopf algebra of A, then H* (B, K) is a finitely generated H’(A, K) 
module under the restriction map. q 
We present short proofs of these results using Theorem 1.2, though these 
proofs are not essentially different from Wilkerson’s since Proposition 3.2 of 
[ 151 is the inductive step in his proof of Theorem A as well as an important 
step (Lemma 5.1) in our proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem A of [ 151 follows from the proof of Theorem 1.2 by noting that the 
El-term of the ISS for A* is finitely generated over K [pti, $ ] where we have 
chosen the Ij,k and the ri so that K [ppi, y:] contains only permanent cycles. 
Therefore, the E,-term of the ISS is finitely generated over K [ j?$, 721, and 
hence finitely generated, so by [2, 111.2.9, Corollary 21 so is the abutment. 
To recover Theorem B of [ 151, if B* + A* then the dual map is onto, so 
the El-term of the ISS for A* maps onto the El-term of the ISS for B*. Hence 
for each polynomial generator x of the El-term of the ISS for B*, some _xk is 
the image of a permanent cycle from the El-term of the ISS for A*. It follows 
that the E,-term of the the ISS for B* is finitely generated over the E,-term 
of the ISS for A*. [2, 111.2.9, Proposition 121 implies this is sufficient. 
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